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II) Narrative Documentation

A. Long term goals

Improved understanding of mesoscale ocean surface transient response on time
scales of days and longer using satellite observations of SST, topography, color
and wind stress. Improved measurement of ocean temperature, color and
topography fields determined by satellite observations.

B. Scientific objectives

Development of a framework for the diagnosis of ocean upper mixed layer
parameters. To develop and validate models for atmospheric correction of visible
and infrared retrievals for the determination of color and SST fields, and
improvement of mapping and analysis algorithms for SST, color and altimetric
observations. To place these fields in a multi-parameter data base (space and
time dimensions) which facilitates mixed layer model forcing and validation.

C. Approach

Work continues to be split between analysis of previously obtained western
boundary current [Gulf Stream/Kuroshio/ Brazil Current] observations, study of
estuarine frontal variability using visible satellite observations, collection of
global temperature and topography fields, and continuation of high resolution
observations and western Indian Ocean using the DoD/ONR furnished DOMSAT
collection and processing capability. These efforts are concerned with development and validation of high moisture, i.e., tropical air mass correction schemes for infrared temperature retrievals and use of satellite IR and radar data to map the ocean temperature, height and wind speed fields. Altimetric products are being combined with in situ and satellite based fields to study mesoscale (50-700 km) structure evolution.

D. Tasks completed or technical accomplishments

- EOF comparison study between Pathfinder SST in the Arabian Sea (1987-1990 averaged to one year, 0-26N and 43E-81E) and the following two Indian Ocean model outputs:
  a) McCreary, Kundy, and Molinary, Prog. Oceanogr. 1993
  b) Luther, and Ji, J. Geophys. Res. 1995 (in preparation)

- Comparison of parameters for three western boundary currents, Kuroshio (KS), Gulf Stream (GS), and Brazil (BC) currents:
  a) Study of sea height anomalies across frontal regions.
  b) Monitoring of the thermocline depth and transport of the currents using altimetry data.

- Comparative analysis of GEOSAT altimetric and NOAA SST time series for the Brazil Confluence using a two-year concurrent set from each system.

- Use of DoD/ONR capture capabilities to assist in generating 9km daily, global SST fields for study of mesoscale variability and application to comparative regional studies.

- Completion of the frontal density distribution analysis in the Rio de la Plata Estuary. The study during last year focused on:
  a) Analysis of the seasonal and yearly distributions, test of significance of the difference between distributions.
  b) Comparison between the frontal distribution obtained from satellite data and the stratification in the estuary, obtained from in situ data.

E. Results

Work in the current grant period has continued on comparative studies of boundary current variability, development of improved infrared thermal calibration and analysis methodologies, utilization of improved altimetric analysis algorithms, production and analysis of global and regional thermal analyses, study and implementation of a visible frontal tracking methodology for coastal regions, and employment of global AVHRR LAC and GAC retrieval capabilities to support the Forced Response ARI/JGOFS Arabian Sea Process Study.

F. Impact for science or systems applications

- Development of joint SST/ALT analysis is critical to fusion of these satellite fields.
• Development of SST fields with improved accuracy supports research and operational applications.

G. Transitions accomplished and expected

• Multiple data set (SST, u, v, sea surface height, winds, ....) study of the Arabian Sea area near Somalia (Dec. '86-Dec. '89).


• Use of objective analysis techniques to gap fill cloudy regions in SST fields.

• Comparison of altimeter and satellite SST frontal signatures and their evolution in the western boundary currents and the Arabian Sea.

• Study the spatial distribution and the evolution of the upwelling events based in 4 years of SST NOAA-AVHRR images.

• Initiation of the study of the coastal upwelling in the external part of the Rio de la Plata estuary. The upwelling occurs during summer months, preferentially from mid-December to late January. This study, using 4 years of satellite imagery, is the first time this phenomena has been observed. The seasonal change observed in the turbidity fronts might be related with the occurrence of this upwelling.

• Continue working with Part II of the Rio de la Plata turbidity frontal study. This part of the study quantitatively investigates the relationships/associations of the turbidity front distributions derived from satellite imagery and three possible forcings: tide, river discharge and wind.

• Improved infrared radiometer calibration methodology through use of improved observational and modeling capabilities.

• Continued collaboration with NAVOCEANO for transfer and implementation of Pathfinder SST computations.

• Acquired Arabian Sea SST time series from October, 1994 to the present.

H. Relationship to other projects

• Arabian Sea work is related to Forced Response ARI/IGOFS Arabian Sea Process Study.

• Application of satellite visible imagery to coastal frontal evolution is consistent with Navy littoral focus.

• SST/visible satellite product production capability supportive of NAVOCEANO real-time product requirement.
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